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1 Research Question

• Research problem: QA tasks on image or text based on context.

• QA models can learn on only partly of the question, which leads to bias
and overfitting. The authors believe it’s the discriminative style of learning
caused this problem.

• Method: Define a generative objective function: Model P (q|a, c) instead
of P (a|q, c). (q stands for question, a stands for the answer,and c stands
for context).

2 Overview Figure
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3 Method

• Overview:

– Use a context encoder to get an embedding of the context.

– Directly infer a prior P (a|c) on the answer.

– Use a attention based recurrent model to create a decoder that mod-
els the probability of generating next word in the question.

– Following chain rule, the loss function is defined as:

L = − log p(q, a|c) = − log p(a|c)−
∑
t

log p(qt|a, c, q0..t−1) (1)

• Encoder: Encoder is treated differently for text and image data.

– Text encoder

∗ The text encoder of the context is similar to ELMo, using a
character-based word embeddings and a 2-layer LSTM language
model in forward and reverse directions.

∗ The text encoder of the answer is a weighted sum of the word
representation.

∗ In SQuAD data, the authors calculate element-wise product of
the word representation to the answer encoding.

– Image encoder

Image encoder is a pre-trained ResNet.

• Decoder: The output of the encoder is a context embedding vector.
Decoder takes the context embedding as input and returns probability as
output.

– Answer decoder:

Answer decoder returns p(q, a|c), which is calculated from the

– Question decoder:

Question decoder is trained using a N block LSTM with additional
attention.

∗ Input word embedding is a pretrained uni-directional LSTM.

∗ Decoder block is a self-attention LSTM (GLU, to be specifically)
conmbined with an additional context attention.
The attention is a single-headed attention. A bias term is added
to the query-key score, which is calculated as a dot product of a
shared trainable vector and context encoding.

∗ Use different output layer. For the CLEVR, a word softmax
layer is used for the small vocabulary. For SQuAD, the model
first choose whether to copy using a pointer classifier, and then
use a question-to-context attention probability.
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– Fine tuning: Using another loss function for fine tuning, which only
optimize the result on specific question answer pair, not on the lan-
guage model.

− log
p(q|a, c)p(a|c)∑

a′∈A p(q|a′, c)p(a′|c)
(2)

– Inference: Use beam search to infer the result.

a∗ = argmax
a

p(q|a, c)p(a|c) (3)

It only consider top 250 of the p(a|c) to reduce computation cost.

4 Experiment

4.1 SQuAD result

SQuAD result is displayed in the tables. GQA get competitive result as a single
model.

4.2 CLEVR result

CLEVR result is displayed. GQA get competitive result as a single model.
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4.3 Adversarial result

GQA appears to be robust to adversarial attacks, shown in the result of adver-
sarial SQuAD.

4.4 Long context

GQA shows good performance when context is longer.
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